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History[edit]. Active Malayalam film production did not take place until the second half of the 20th century: there were
only two silent films.

His other movies include Mukhamukham , Anantharam , Mathilukal , Vidheyan , Kathapurushan , and
Nizhalkuthu  Aravindan followed Adoor's lead with his Uttarayanam in  Venugopal Unnimenon and Sujatha
Mohan were also active then. The film was produced by Odessa Collective, founded by the director of the film
John Abraham and friends. The s have seen the rise of artistes and directors like Biju Menon, Manoj K.
Moosa, V. Venugopal, K. The music took a turn away from the trend of copying Tamil and Hindi song. This
period saw the narrowing of the gap between the different streams of the industry. He shared that award with
Bombay Ravi, who received the award for composing songs for the same film. Notani also directed
Gnanambika  They are attributed with shaping Malayalam film music stream and giving it its own identity.
Marthanda Varma was film adaptation of a novel in the same name by C. Chitra and Sujatha Mohan. Films
belonging to this genre were mostly directed by K. Daniel , the director and producer of the first Malayalam
film, Vigathakumaran  New Wave Films After several years of qualitative deterioration, Malayalam films saw
the signs of some renaissance in the last two years with the release of several experimental films, mostly from
new directors. Villain is the first Indian film to be shot entirely in 8K resolution. Unlike other Indian films at
that time, most of which were films based on the puranas, he chose to base his film on a social theme. New
Wave is characterised by fresh and unusual themes and new narrative techniques. Chithra debuted in , and by
the mid-eighties, she became the most sought after female singer in South India. This trend changed in the
early s with the arrival of a number of poets and musicians to the Malayalam music scene. Slapstick comedy
and larger-than-life characters were the main theme in this period. The Spectral Duration of Malayalam
Soft-porn: Disappearance, Desire, and Haunting This paper examines the spectral nature of the genre of
Malayalam soft-porn that emerged in the late s but has now disappeared with rapid changes in the industry. It
was produced and directed by J. Bhaskaran , shed a lot of limelight over its directors. The film was critically
acclaimed and was remade in four languages. Babu Raj and K. A marital psychodrama,Swapnadanam rejected
all the usual song-dance numbers of popular cinema, yet succeeded in reaching the common mass. In , the first
electrically operated film projector was established in Thrissur again by Jose Kattukkaran and was called the
"Jose Electrical Bioscope". Antony , Gopi , Balan K. The same is not the case with female actors. The first
Malayali producer to enter Malayalam films was P. The Seventies The seventies witnessed the emergence of
new wave trend in Malayalam cinema. Directors like Shaji Kailas , Rafi Mecartin and Anwar Rasheed
directed blockbusters which had few artistic merits to boast of. Mohanlal and Mammootty consolidated their
super stardom in the nineties while Suresh Gopi and Jayaram rose to the level of superstars in the early-mid
nineties. At the same time, Tamil movies saw a surge of new talent in scriptwriters, directors and actors. Leela,
Santha P. Vinu's Balettan, K. Sreekumar, G. Biju etc Actors Lead actors A lead actor is called as a superstar
when that person has become a driving force at the box office. He started Udaya Studios in Alleppey
Alappuzha in , reducing the travel to Madras Chennai for film crew and actors. One such film, Jeevitha Nouka
, was a musical drama which spoke about the problems in a joint family.


